Our goal at Klamfoth, Inc. is to provide a professional Christmas lighting display while
maximizing appearance and minimizing service calls at the best value possible. If you value
cheap, poor products, sloppy installation and repeat service call fees, then Klamfoth’s
Christmas light program is not for you. If you value high end materials, custom installation
from trained technicians and guaranteed products at a competitive price, then take a
minute to see what products we use and why.
C9 Stringer – Typically used for building outline and
ground lighting, the empty socket stringer allows us to
completely customize your lighting. Unlike minis, icicles
or fused sets, the stringer can be cut to length and fit
perfectly to your roof outline. No strands that come up
too short or excess hanging over the edge. Since the
strands are put together for each job individually, we can
create any color scheme with incandescent or LED lights.
And if any bulb fails we can easily replace it with no loss
to the integrity of the whole strand.
Clips and Attachments – Klamfoth,
Inc. makes every attempt to make
your installation as non-invasive as
possible. Through the use of the
many plastic clips available we can
perfectly outline windows, follow
gutter lines and ridges or evenly
delineate walkways and landscape
beds.
Outdoor Greenery – We use all weather
outdoor garland and wreaths to accent
your lighting scheme. All greenery comes
from our suppliers unlit so that we may
add lights to match each order

Mini Lights – Can be used to accent C9’s or on their own.
Minis are used on windows, around doors and garages, in
greenery and in landscape elements. Some will use minis as
an inexpensive way to outline a building, but mini strands
cannot be cut and may come up short or long on any given
run, leaving a sloppy install. This can be an issue with icicles as
well. Minis come in both incandescent and LED form.

